Following the point-set lattice-theoretic (poslat) approach to topology of S. E. Rodabaugh [11], we introduced a more general way to do categorical (fuzzy) topology under the name of categorically-algebraic (catalg) topology [12] , which unified many lattice-valued topological settings, and provided the means of intercommunication between different such frameworks. Moreover, motivated by the results of universal topology of H. Herrlich [7] , we showed in [13] that a concrete category is fibre-small and topological if and only if it is concretely isomorphic to a subcategory of a category of catalg topological structures, which is definable by topological co-axioms. This achievement relies on the machinery of topological theories of O. Wyler [18, 19] , and eventually amounts to the meta-mathematical statement that the whole theory of (fibresmall) topological categories (including, e.g., the categories of poslat topological spaces, shown to be topological over their ground categories in a series of papers of S. E. Rodabaugh) can be done in the framework of catalg topology (a similar but by far more moderate and not that well stated claim was vaguely hinted at in [11] with respect to the poslat topology). The purpose of this talk (which is a shortened version of [14] ) is to show a particular development of fuzzy topology in the setting of the catalg one, thereby illustrating the convenient tools of the latter.
Strikingly enough, the newly introduced fuzzification procedure for topological categories is additionally well related to the tower extension of topological constructs of D. Zhang [20] (motivated by the buildup pattern of the category of approach spaces of R. Lowen [10] , widely used in the lax-algebraic approach to topology of [2] ). Moreover, it induces a variable-basis extension of the latter, as well as its "dual" analogue, which (with a suitable starting category in hand) provides the categories, which are isomorphic to the categories of topological spaces in the above-mentioned sense of Höhle-Kubiak-Šostak.
